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What’s your favorite part about the Livermore Valley

as a wine region?

Which of your wines represent your vision the best?

Our very favorite thing about the Livermore Valley is that we all
genuinely like each other and want to see all of us succeed. This is
such a great place for wineries, both from the quality of the grapes
and wine, but perhaps even more importantly, from the quality of
the amazing people at the wineries here in Livermore Valley.

Our co-fermentations, hands down. That said, we're best-known for
our obscure single-varietal wines. Both of these offer the challenge
of making the perfect wine with limited intervention. Co-
fermentation, however, offers a way to be innovative and creative
while still being faithful to traditional winemaking methods. 
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What wine varietal do you think is underrated?
Petite Sirah! *Mic Drop* No, seriously, though. Petite Sirah.
Livermore Valley grows the best (and has the best history for) Petite
Sirah. Other regions seem to have a hard time making compelling
Petite Sirah, but everybody in the LV who makes it does a fantastic
job. Petite Sirah's genetic mother, Syrah, is a close second fave,
though, and is another one where Livermore Valley shines super
brightly.

What 3 things would you take with you on a deserted
island other than water?
A Leatherman tool. I know I get 3 items but I think that might be all
I'd need. Maybe three of them? There is a model with a corkscrew!

What movie quotes do you use on a regular basis?
Oh jeeze. The entirety of Jurassic Park, Bill & Ted's Excellent 
Adventure, and The Wedding Singer. (Note from Assistant
Winemaker Jess: Can confirm.)

Who would you want to share a bottle of wine with, living
or not? And why?
My wife's late father. He loved wine and was a guy that I wish I could
have, but was never was able to meet.

"This is such a great
place for wineries, both
from the quality of the
grapes and wine, but
perhaps even more

importantly, from the
quality of the amazing

people."
 

- John Evan Marion of
Big White House & John

Evan Cellars
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Big White House and John Evan Cellars specialize in handcrafter,
small-lot, luxury wines of rare quality. We don't do manicured lawns

and fountains. What we do is produce big and balanced reds and
tasty whites using traditional methods. The artwork from our labels

fills the walls as we serve in an informal setting that encourages
exceptional tasting experiences with intimate learning opportunities.

History

winemaking philosophy

tasting room

6800 Greenville Rd

Livermore, CA 94550
925-449-1976

news@bigwhitehouse.com

www.bigwhitehouse.com

Tasting Room Hours

Friday-Sunday 12-4:30pm

 

Our goal is to create wines of classic beauty — wines with balance,
complexity and harmony. Our signature style has often been
described as “an iron fist in a velvet glove,” a reference to the artful
balance between ripeness and restraint, softness and structure.

Originally formed by John ‘The Elder’ and a group of friends in the
early 90’s, Big White House was producing very small quantities
of wine. With John’s background in the sciences, you could think
of it as an experiment – Friends who loved wine who shared the
common vision that to learn more about wine, we would need to
start making good wine in conditions where we could control the
variables. It soon became apparent that if we were going to
develop the quality that we were looking for, we would have to
operate at a larger scale. For example, for barrel aging, 60 gallon
barrels are an optimum size. That’s roughly 25 cases. We wanted
to explore the effects of different barrels, different yeasts and
fermentation regimes along with exploring different and unusual
varietals.
 
In addition to needing more space for production, we wanted to
share what we were learning and needed more space for our
guests. In 1998, Cedar Mountain agreed to incubate us within
their facility. With their help we produced wines that won medals
and developed a strong following. As our production grew, we
sought to move our operation. The folks at Cedar Mountain were
great, but we were simply outgrowing the space. School, work
and life put us in a three year hiatus. We spent a little time at
Tesla Vintners until finally securing our own location at 6800
Greenville Rd.


